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Keys to a Good Saxophone Tone
Equipment
- Proper strength reed (3 or 3½ for most medium mouthpiece facings)
- Improper reed strength (too soft) leads to many bad habits:
- Difficult low-register response
- Difficult high-register response
- Pitch problems
- Uneven tone/volume as air is not steady
- Difficulty playing intervals
- Difficulty playing over the break
- Proper reed strength…
- Allows for steady embouchure throughout
- Encourages proper use of the air
- Quality mouthpiece
- Can make things easier to play
- Better basic tone quality
- Choose based on the kind of sound you prefer
Playing technique (see Teaching Tools below)
- Proper embouchure
- Not too tense
- Reed must remain flat
- Steady air
- Controlled vibrato
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Teaching Tool: Checking for proper reed strength and embouchure pressure

This exercise works best on E, F, and F-sharp. Have the student play the lower octave
and get a friend or teacher to operate the octave key. The goal is to hear a very smooth
legato between the octaves without adjusting the embouchure or breath support.
- If the tone of the upper octave is poor, apply a bit more pressure on the reed
while playing the lower octave and try again.
- If the upper octave continues to sound after releasing the octave key, apply a bit
less pressure on the reed when playing the lower octave and try again.
- If you cannot achieve a perfect legato both up and down) without embouchure
adjustments, try a stronger reed.
- Once this is mastered with a teacher or friend operating the octave key, the
student should attempt to achieve the same results without help.
- If the proper reed strength is being used, the student can then work on keeping
the embouchure and breath support steady while operating the octave key.

Teaching Tool: Student self-tests to refine embouchure
There are two minor adjustments that the student can experiment with which can help
improve the embouchure and result in dramatic improvements to tone, response and
pitch control
- Adjust how much pressure applied to the reed (bite more, or less)
o Too much pressure results in a strained sound and difficulty playing in
the lower register
o Too little pressure results in a spread sound and difficulty playing upper
register notes.
- Adjust how much mouthpiece is in the mouth (take in more, or less)
o Too much mouthpiece in the mouth produces a bright, slightly out-ofcontrol sound that may tend to squeak.
o Too little mouthpiece produces a stuffy. strained sound and causes
problems playing in both upper and lower extreme registers.
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Teaching tool: Exercises for independence of the breath, fingers and tongue
Breath/Fingers: Concentrate on keeping the air steady, move fingers lightly and
quickly, do not go over the break:

Breath/Tongue: Concentrate on keeping the air steady, move tongue lightly, touching
as little of the reed as possible:

Teaching tool: Exercise for embouchure-air-pitch control
Perform this long tone exercise with a tuner. Focus on the changes in the embouchure
needed to stay in tune as dynamics change. Use a full breath. Play a variety of notes,
from low to high. Begin by tuning at a mezzo-forte dynamic.

Mouthpiece selection: Commonly used saxophone mouthpieces
Selmer S-80 C*
Selmer S-90 190
Vandoren AL3
Vandoren A27
Rousseau NC4
Meyer 5 (only for jazz)
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Teaching tool: Exercises for developing an expressive vibrato
Step One: Develop the proper vibrato contour. Strive for a perfect Sine wave. Other
illustrated wave forms are, unfortunately, commonly produced by young players.

Step Two: Develop control. At quarter note = 50, begin by playing one vibrato pulse
per beat for four beats. For the next four measures, play two pulses per beat, then three,
four and five.

c 1 1 1 1 | 2 2 2 2 | 3 3 3 3 | 4 4 4 4 | 5 5 5 5 | 4 4 4 4 | 3 3 3 3 | 2 2 2 2 |1 1 1 1 ||
Step Three: After mastering step two, the next objective is to work for quicker changes:

c 1 2 3 4 | 1 3 2 4 | 3 2 4 1 | 5 4 5 3 | 2 5 3 1 | 4 3 1 2 | 5 4 3 2 | 1 2 1 3 | 1 3 2 1 ||
Step Four: Work to obtain a gradually changing vibrato that moves from none to fast
and from fast to none. Combine these with dynamic changes for effective, expressive
playing.
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